


We	  focus	  on	  a	  world	  where	  biomedical	  research	  is	  about	  to	  
fundamentally	  change.	  We	  think	  it	  will	  be	  often	  conducted	  in	  
an	  open,	  collaborative	  way	  where	  teams	  of	  teams	  far	  
beyond	  the	  current	  guilds	  of	  experts	  will	  contribute	  to	  
making	  better,	  faster,	  relevant	  discoveries



irreproducible, 
underpowered, 
exclusionary,  

wasteful.





1.  

the tension between 
knowledge creation and 

security



http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Mattbuck



requires a massive increase in 
sample size from today.



689,003 people



we can generate 
research-grade data 
outside the research-

industrial complex.















but if we can’t combine it 
effectively, it won’t 

create new insights.



security as “prevent 
access as much as 
possible” isn’t the 

answer.







“Investigators will meet annually in-person 
with each participant to assess and record 
progression … every six months, the team 

will conduct phone and mail surveys 
regarding diagnosis, medications, and 

other impacts of the disease…”





from 1800 to 
100,000



2.  

informed consent for “thing” 
based research and sharing



written by a doctor 
edited by a lawyer 
re-edited by a committee 

presented to a participant 
for zero-sum game





1. series of interviews and 
requirements gathering 

2. interaction design 
process and prototyping 

3. consent development



courtesy of: David Fore











1. tiered information access by 
participants  

2. “pictorial” dominant on first 
information tier  

3. text dominant on second 
information tier  

4. require perfect score on short 
assessment 



initial metaphor



force the conversation every 
time:  

what must a participant 
understand to provide 
informed consent?











the PCC open source toolkit

http://sagebase.org/pcc

http://sagebase.org/pcc


40



> 67,000 enrolled since 3/9/15



3.  

early returns: “medical 
things” have real power.





individual progression



high-dimension “medical 
thing” data





62	  y	  old	  Man 67	  y	  old	  Woman

same medicine, different impacts



“loads	  and	  reliefs”	  affect	  the	  efficacy	  of	  medication	  on	  individual	  levels



“scorecards” for individual 
disease features



4.  

back to sharing and security…



changeable by participant



> 70% across all studies 
choose to “share broadly”



balance the security settings 
of the system with the desires 

of those being studied.



but there’s no excuse to not 
implement best practices.



separation of access rights



separation of concerns



weakest point is the “thing”



radical honesty  
> radical restrictions 

informed consent is the key.





thank you 

http://sagebase.org/ 

@sagebio 

@wilbanks 

http://sagebase.org/

